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1 MISINFORMATION AND FAKE REVIEW

Nowadays we heard about different type of misinformation in different domains. One day we know about some
fraudulent news in voting, another day, we discover the dissemination of some news based on trolls and vandals or fake
review and hoax [3, 6, 8]. These new adverted phenomena, Not only is a threat to accurate and precise information,
but also is a hazard to the democratic process in the world [10]. All these fake content are formed and create by some
Internet users, agents or bots which want to effect on our mindsets and behaviors by biasing us in a wrong way [2]
through the Internet or any other social Media [6–8]. In order to recognise and control of negative effects of these
problematic phenomena [6] which is rose steadily in social media [1].

We need to analyze these kind of behaviors in different aspects; from user’s personality traits to trace their behav-
iorsAnd, analyze these data by data exploration methods to interpret and recognise fake news review by users. The
results can be useful for understanding natural behaviors and reaction of users to the fake news, also, for designing
human-computer systems in social science domain [5]. We plan to add new features to existing platforms which use
eye tracking methods and metrics to detect user characteristics based on their eye movements[2, 4].

2 FAKE REVIEW PLATFORMS

Fake Reviews "Online consumer review sites and platforms are tools that are widely used by consumers and are
becoming embedded in both consumer behaviour and business models." [9] Fake review are exist in two types:

(1) Disinformation (deliberate lie to mislead): they create some fake news deliberately to mislead other users.
(2) Misinformation (honest mistake): they have Characteristics indicators which have been mentioned in continue:
(a) Strong: 1. A focus on who they were with, 2. Greater use of first-person singular (use "I" "me" more often), 3.

Direct mention of where "they do some action",
(b) Slight: 1. High adverb use, 2. High verb use, 3. Use of "!" other kinds of punctuation positive emotion.

In continue some behavioral and personalty traits of Fake reviewer are mentioned which helping us in features
selection process:

• Fake reviewer are more opinionated, it’s personality trait aspect of Fake reviewers,
• Fake reviewers are collude,
• Fake reviewers give fewer number OF reviews,
• Fake reviewers write shorter reviews (length),
• Fake reviewers are faster and have bimodal rating pattern,

For detecting fake reviews, different methods and solutions can be presented, based on their technologies and their
functionalities some of the common ones are mentioned in continue:
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(1) BIRDNEST:
User is suspicious if his behavior deviates substantially from that of the global model. The Global Model consist
of: 1. Users belong to different cluster,each representing a different behavior, 2. each cluster is associated with a
common Dirichlet prior,to model the common behavior of users in the cluster, 3. The property is drawn using a
multinomial derived from the clusterâĂŹs Dirichlet prior.

(2) SpEagle:
It’s based on Intuition approach. Fair reviewers upvote and fake reviewers downvote good products. Fair
reviewers downvotebad products and fake reviewers upvote bad products.it based on Unsupervised Loopy Belief
Propagation algorith, behavior property is a prior to indicate its suspiciousnessmore and it’s very helpful and
important than text.

(3) Trustiness:
It’s based on Iterative algorithm to compute 3 interdependent measures: Trustworthiness of reviewer which
depends (non-linearly) on its reviewsâĂŹ honesty scores; Reliability of store depending on the trustworthiness
of the reviewers writing reviews for it and the score; Honesty of review which is a function of reliability of the
store and trustworthiness of store reviewers.

(4) FairJudge:

FairJudge: Trustworthy User Prediction in Rating Platforms [7]

Rating platforms enable large-scale collection of user opinion about items (products, other users, etc.). How-
ever, many untrustworthy users give fraudulent ratings for excessive monetary gains. In the paper, we present
FairJudge, a system to identify such fraudulent users. We propose three metrics: (i) the fairness of a user that
quantiïňĄes how trustworthy the user is in rating the products, (ii) the reliability of a rating that measures how
reliable the rating is, and (iii) the goodness of a product that measures the quality of the product.
Intuitively, a user is fair if it provides reliable ratings that are close to the goodness of the product. We formulate
a mutually recursive deïňĄnition of these metrics, and further address cold start problems and incorporate
behavioral properties of users and products in the formulation.
We propose an iterative algorithm, FairJudge, to predict the values of the three metrics. We prove that FairJudge
is guaranteed to converge in a bounded number of iterations, with linear time complexity. By conducting ïňĄve
diïňĂerent experiments on ïňĄve rating platforms, we show that FairJudge signiïňĄcantly outperforms nine
existing algorithms in predicting fair and unfair users. We reported the 100 most unfair users in the Flipkart
network to their review fraud investigators, and 80 users were correctly identiïňĄed (80 percents accuracy). The
FairJudge algorithm is already being deployed at Flipkart.
This solution is iteratively calculate three interdependent metrics: Fairness of each user who writes a review:
how fair is the user in giving correct reviews? Reliability of each review: how trustworthy is each review
itself? Goodness of each product: what is the quality of the product?
Intuitively, a user is fair if it provides reliable ratings that are close to the goodness of the product. We formulate a
mutually recursive definition of these metrics, and further address cold start problems and incorporate behavioral
properties of users and products in the formulation.
For instance, on an online marketplace such as Amazon, a user U rates a product P with a rating (u, p). Each user
has an intrinsic level of fairness F(u), each product p has an intrinsic goodness G(p) (measuring its quality), and
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each rating (u, p) has an intrinsic reliability R(u, p). Intuitively, a fair user should give ratings that are close to
the goodness of the product, and good products should get highly positive reliable ratings. Clearly, these F(u),
G(p), R(u, p) metrics are all inter-related, and we propose three mutually-recursive equations to model them.
Which mentioned in continue:
(a) Algorithm: We propose three novel metrics called fairness, goodness and reliability to rank users, products

and ratings, respectively. We propose Bayesian approaches to address cold start problems and incorporate
behavioral properties.It propose the FairJudge algorithm to iteratively compute these metrics.

(b) Theoretical guarantees: It can be proven that FairJudge algorithm is guaranteed to converge in a bounded
number of iterations, and it has linear time complexity.

(c) Effectiveness: It shows that FairJudge outperforms nine existing algorithms in identifying fair and unfair users,
conducted via five experiments on five rating networks.

Existing works in rating fraud detection can be categorized into network-based and behavior-based algorithms:
Network-based fraud detection algorithms are based on iterative learning, belief propagation, and node ranking
techniques. Similar to our proposed FairJudge algorithm.

(5) Cold Start Problem:
It’s based on this theory that most reviewers give few ratings and most products receive few ratings. So this
Solution add Bayesian priors and Use BIRDNEST score of reviewers and products,in results, FairJudge have
better result. We can trace the behaviors of users by eye tracking methods in experimental studies and classify
different types of user’s personalities with two or three preferences which measured by eye tracking metric, like:
first gaze (fixation), time duration, first click.
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